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Dive-In With PADI and SeaLife 
 

Beaches® Resorts, considered one of PADI's top 5 diving operations in the western hemisphere, 
is thrilled to partner with Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PADI) and SeaLife 
Underwater Cameras to host Dive-in with PADI at Beaches Turks and Caicos. Guests can now 
immerse themselves in five days of exhilarating aquatic adventures and explore the endless 
blue waters around the award-winning Luxury-Included® Resort, from September 21-25, 2018.  
 
SeaLife, the leader in underwater imaging will have several of their brand ambassadors to 
show, tell and teach the basics of underwater photography and video with camera demos, and 
the participants’ ability to take some great underwater images. The participants will be able to 
keep the photos and videos, and they’ll also receive a discount coupon for purchasing their own 
SeaLife camera.  SeaLife is also sponsoring a prize drawing at the beach Bonfire for one of their 
Sea Dragon Dive lights.  
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Dive-In With PADI and SeaLife 

 

The package inclusions are, but not limited to:  

• Daily Private Dive Trips 
• Night Dive 
• SeaLife Cameras Demo and Rebate Coupon  
• Lionfish Dive & Tasting (Feast on the Beast) 
• Underwater Treasure Hunt 
• Beach Bonfire  
• Plus, all participants will receive a swag bag loaded with free gifts and $200 in Red Lane® 

Spa credit and more! 

The Dive-in with PADI package is $450 per person and sold as an add-on package to existing 
and/or new bookings. Guests can book this program at www.beaches.com/liv-plus/dive-in-
PADI or by calling 1-800-Beaches. 
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Dive-In With PADI and SeaLife 

About SeaLife: 

SeaLife Underwater Cameras are made by Pioneer Research in Moorestown, NJ and were first 
introduced in 1993. In 2000, SeaLife developed the world’s first digital underwater camera. In 2007, 
SeaLife developed the first non-housed digital underwater camera, and in 2013 SeaLife introduced the 
powerful Sea Dragon Lighting system and its innovative Flex-Connect tray, grip, arm, and accessory 
system. In 2014, SeaLife introduced the Micro HD, the world’s first permanently sealed underwater 
camera, followed by the new Micro 2.0 in 2015 and the cutting-edge DC2000 underwater camera in 
2017.  SeaLife cameras, lighting and accessories are sold and serviced in 64 countries around the world.      

For more information visit www.SeaLife-Cameras.com 
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http://www.sealife-cameras.com/

